The stability of pen-joint and interjoint coordination in loop writing.
This study is concerned with pen-joint and interjoint coordination in handwriting. In particular, it focuses on the stability of coordination as a means to find the locus of coordination control in the arm-pen effector system. Twelve subjects generated loop sequences of varying length at various positions on the baseline of writing. Joint excursions and pen-tip displacements were recorded by means of a 3D-motion tracking system. The coordination stability of 15 pairs of 6 mechanical degrees of freedom (d.f.s) of the arm-pen effector system was investigated by means of relative phase analyses. Pen-joint coordination between horizontal pen-tip displacements and wrist excursions was found to be most stable; that between vertical pen-tip displacements and finger excursions was considerably less stable. Interjoint coordination was generally less stable than pen-joint coordination, and most stable between the wrist and the elbow. Sequence length and its position on the line differentially affected the coordination stability of the d.f. combinations. The results are discussed in relation to assumptions about joint coordination in writing as expressed by computational handwriting models.